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ABSTRACT: Use Based Insurance (UBI) is one of the arising patterns in the protection business, where the expense for the 
vehicle is determined dependent on the driver’s driving execution. Nonetheless, driver profiling procedures regularly 
utilized in UBI depend on straightforward credits like number of quick breakings and depend on a little example of driving 
inside seven days to a month. This neither produces an itemized profile of the driver nor guarantees that the driver keeps 
on driving securely after the testing period. It very well may be more compelling, if the driver can be checked across a few 
key ascribes all through the driving and criticism could be ship off the driver to improve his/her driving propensities. 
Extended remote broadband organization access, rise of Internet of Things (IoT), and information examination give the 
correct mix to rich checking and driver criticism. Spurred by these worries and arising innovations, we zeroed in on 
building up a driver profiling framework for UBI by recovering continuous vehicular information. Driver and area related 
information are gathered through a Bluetooth-dependent on Board Diagnostic (OBD) dongle and cell phone. The gathered 
information are then moved to the backend utilizing a Representational State Transfer (REST) API. Gathered information 
are examined in both constant and group mode utilizing WSO2 Data Analytics Server (DAS). The proposed framework 
recognizes six kinds of strange driving practices continuously and inform the driver. The endured information is utilized to 
direct recorded investigation like driver order (e.g., beneath typical, ordinary, strange, and dangerous), estimation of 
relative ability and animosity scores, just as solace and wellbeing factors. Aftereffects of the examination are then shown 
on a dashboard utilizing another REST API. Safety net providers may likewise utilize similar API to pull the driver profile 
information to different frameworks.  

Keywords: Driver profiling, API, Use Based Insurance (UBI). 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a few mishap keeping away from components inbuilt in the vehicle. Presentation of these components 
diminished degree of mishaps somewhat. Driving quick and ignoring rules and guidelines are a portion of the foundations 
for the mishaps.  

These elements contribute almost 40% to the all out mishaps throughout some undefined time frame. So if there 
is a framework which screens the driving conduct of the driver consistently then individuals will know about their driving 
example. When the driver is cognizant about the checking of his driving conduct, he will in general keep the street security 
administers in this way degree of mishaps can be diminished.  

In the proposed framework diverse vehicle boundaries like speed, speed increase, deceleration, jerk is taken from 
the vehicle progressively utilizing OBD II module. GPS estimations of the whole excursion is taken utilizing the GPS module 
if the vehicle isn't having inbuilt GPS in it. These information alongside GPS organizes is prepared by the Raspberry pi.  

On correlation with the standard qualities set by the public authority infringement of rules can be estimated. 
Three levels are set for the information infringement limits dependent on the numerical displaying. Abrupt speed increase 
and surpassing pace limits are deliberately observed in contrast with the pre appointed edge esteems and degree of 
deviation is estimated for passing judgment on the driving conduct according to the conditions.  

Absolute number of infringement alongside vehicle deviation diagram can be informed utilizing wire application. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

Jensen, M., Wagner, J. also, Alexander, K. (2011) Analysis of in-vehicle driver conduct information for improved 
security, Int. J. Vehicle Safety, Vol. 5, No. 3, pp.197_212. 

 In this paper driver grouping framework, in light of in-vehicle working information, offers a valuable apparatus to 
establish a more secure transportation climate. In this paper, a few numerical techniques will be introduced to investigate 
gathered vehicle information for driver characterization. A gathering of guineas pigs were provided in-vehicle information 
securing gadgets and mentioned to drive their ordinary timetables. The gathered information was dissected disconnected 
and a driver characterization framework was proposed. Agent results are examined to exhibit the idea.  

Wenshuo Wang, Junqiang Xi, Huiyan Chen, "Demonstrating and Recognizing Driver Behavior Based on Driving 
Data: A Survey", Mathematical Problems in Engineering, vol. 2014, ArticleID 245641, 20 pages, 2014. A wide scope of both 
numerical distinguishing proof strategies and demonstrating techniques for driver conduct are introduced from the 
control perspective in this paper dependent on the driving information, like the brake/choke pedal position and the 
directing wheel point, among others. Accordingly, the driver's qualities got from the driver model are inserted into the 
high level driver help frameworks, and the assessment and check of vehicle frameworks dependent on the driver model 
are portrayed. 

Alison Smiley (2000), "Conduct transformation, wellbeing and canny transportation Systems". In this paper it is obvious 
from the stopping automation experience that upgrades in wellbeing can't be anticipated based on evidence of-idea 
concentrates alone, in which one essentially takes a gander at changes in execution of the undertaking being supported, 
regardless of whether that is slowing down, route, or recognition of perils. One additionally should take a gander at 
changes in different parts of the driving assignment and at the kind of driving being done to decide the probably impact on 
wellbeing. Specifically, one ought to accept that there might be compromises of portability for security, that is, more 
driving in more troublesome conditions and at higher rates prompting more crashes. Further, one ought to anticipate that 
drivers should endeavor to build profitability while driving, given diminished driving assignment interest. The productive 
utilization of PDAs is proof of this conduct. Exploration is required on driver mental models of ITS gadgets, to guarantee 
that drivers see how they work. The best plan from an unthinking perspective may not be the best for drivers. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 Analysing driving conduct is one of the impacting boundaries to stay away from mishaps.  
 People will in general defy the street traffic rules on the off chance that they feel nobody is checking them.  
 If a driver is cognizant about observing of his driving conduct, he will in general drive in a cognizant way 

eventually lessening the street viciousness.  
 If a driver is cognizant about checking of his driving conduct, he will in general drive in a cognizant way at last 

diminishing the street savagery. 

METHODOLOGY 

The following is the methodology framed to carried out in project work. 

 Extract the data from the vehicle using the obd -11 module. 
 Processing the received data. 
 These readings are compared and analysed with the acceleration and standard road speed limits as pre 

nationalroad traffic rules. 
 The gps location is continuously monitored. 
 Report cases of rash driving to the police and service provider to reduce future chances of accidents 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

OBD II SCANNER (ELM 327) 

 The ELM327 is a customized microcontroller delivered by ELM Electronics for interpreting the on-board 
diagnostics (OBD) interface found in most current vehicles. The ELM327 order convention is perhaps the most famous PC-
to-OBD interface norms and is likewise executed by different sellers.  

There is a pin in the connector that gives capacity to the sweep device from the vehicle battery, which takes out 
the need to interface an output device to a force source independently. Nonetheless, a few experts may in any case 
interface the sweep apparatus to an assistant force source to ensure information in the surprising occasion that a vehicle 
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encounters a deficiency of electrical force because of a glitch. At last, the OBD-II standard gives an extensible rundown of 
DTCs. Because of this normalization, a solitary gadget can question the on-board computer(s) in any vehicle. This OBD-II 
came in two models OBD-IIA and OBD-IIB. OBD-II normalization was provoked by discharges prerequisites, and however 
just emanation related codes and information are needed to be communicated through it, most makers have made the 
OBD-II Data Link Connector.the just one in the vehicle through which all frameworks are analyzed and modified. OBD-II 
Diagnostic Trouble Codes are 4-digit, gone before by a letter: P for motor and transmission (powertrain), B for body, C for 
undercarriage, and U for network.  

OBD-II analytic connector  

The OBD-II detail accommodates a normalized equipment interface—the female 16-pin (2x8) J1962 connector. 
Not at all like the OBD-I connector, which was once in a while found in the engine of the vehicle, the OBD-II connector is 
needed to be inside 2 feet (0.61 m) of the directing wheel (except if an exclusion is applied for by the maker, wherein case 
it is still some place reachable for the driver).  

GPS MODULE (U-Blox Neo-6m GPS Module SoC)  

U-Blox Neo-6m GPS Module System on chip inside a PDA gets the GPS flags, and deciphers it. It doesn't needs 
outside peripherals to work, for example, outer force supply, clock, radio wire, low commotion enhancer (for better 
affectability) and so forth Then again, GPS module arrives in a total bundle that requires no other outside hardware for 
GPS gathering. It could conceivably contain radio wire on it. On the off chance that somebody has less information or don't 
have any desire to put resources into GPS innovation, yet simply need to utilize GPS framework in his equipment  The 
NEO-6 module arrangement is a group of independent GPS recipients highlighting the elite u-blox 6 situating motor. These 
adaptable and savvy collectors offer various availability choices in a smaller than usual 16 x 12.2 x 2.4 mm bundle.  

NOTICE (VIA TELEGRAM)  

Wire is the quickest informing application available, interfacing individuals by means of a special, disseminated 
organization of server farms all throughout the planet. Adjusted: You can get to your messages from every one of your 
telephones, tablets and PCs without a moment's delay. Wire applications are independent, so you don't have to keep your 
telephone associated. 

For sending the information to the vehicle specialist co-op wire is utilized. Python has in fabricated bundles for 
wire. The establishment some portion of library should be possible by composing following order pip introduce 
pyTelegramBotAPI in the order brief of windows. A message bot is made by the name of "Drivinganalysisbot" and this bot 
is added to a wire bunch called "OBD Driving Analysis". The vehicle specialist co-op is educated about the driving conduct 
of specific driver with the assistance of this OBD driving investigation bunch.  

Channels are a type of single direction informing where administrators can post messages however different 
clients are most certainly not. Any client can make and buy in to channels. Channels can be made for broadcasting 
messages to a limitless number of endorsers. Channels can be openly accessible with an assumed name and a perpetual 
URL so anybody can join.  

Clients who join a channel can see the whole message history. Clients can join and leave channels whenever. 
Contingent upon a channel's settings, messages might be endorsed with the channel's name or with the username of the 
administrator who posted them. Non-administrator clients can't see different clients who've bought in to the channel. 
Moreover, clients can quiet a channel, implying that the client will in any case get messages, however will not be informed. 
Administrators can allow to post remarks on the Telegram station with assistance of bots. The administrator of the 
channel can acquire general information about the channel. Each message has its own view counter, showing the number 
of clients have seen this message, this incorporates sees from sent messages. As of May 2019, the maker of a channel can 
add a conversation bunch, a different gathering where messages in the channel are consequently presented for endorsers 
on convey. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 From the proposed work we can presume that lion's share of the mishaps are happening a result of ill-advised 
driver conduct. The above proposed framework will let to guarantee appropriate driving conduct via cautiously checking 
and making the driver cognizant about his driving. This work can be further take forward by coordinating it with 
associated vehicle innovation.  
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In the literature survey that we have conducted, there are many studies related to driving behavior. Existing 
research topics include modeling driving behavior, driver identification (fingerprint), classification of driver 
characteristics, determining the type of road, prediction of travel time, analysis of links to fuel consumption, to applied 
systems that can be used for daily use. For topics other than applied, research opportunities are still wide open in terms of 
increasing time efficiency and increasing accuracy (for example, in the case of identification, classification, test models). 
The researchers, until now, is still conducting more in-depth studies of the relationship between driving behavior and the 
driver's profile or preferences, environmental conditions, and certain types of vehicles. 
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